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Summary 
of 
contents

Part One – Doing and Debriefing

• To prototype or not, and if not, what?

• Essential design features for any experiment

• Rules and principles

• Effective -> Efficient -> Sustainable

• From ADR to URM

• P.L.A.N

• Measures framework

• Debriefing, confirmation practices

[Q&A]

Part Two – Learning and Sense Making

• Learning-and-doing governance

• Designing for frequency

• Cost/consumption: history and trajectory

• The power of stories – telling and selling

• Legacy – points of leverage and taking action

[Q&A - BREAK]
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Known end point

Unknown end point

Indirect, work on 
system/background

Direct with 
citizens/customers

Project

Implement known 
solution to problem

Prototype

Test, learn and iterate in 
live environments

Training

Act on skillsets, 
competencies, tools

Enquiry

Deep exploration of 
system issue to 
create opportunity 
for change



Known end point

Unknown end point

Indirect Direct

Project

Prototype

Training

Enquiry

Specific, place based 
prototypes

Developing progressive 
relationships with 
regulators

Sensible, ethical 
prescience – data as a 
signal

Understanding and 
developing community 
power

Leadership development 
– control, non-linear 
world, trauma informed 
practice

Commissioning for 
complexity

Building online capability 
– services and citizens

‘Core curriculum’ –
employee skills and 
ethos

Reframing the financial 
context of prevention 
and holistic working

Prevention through 
support – building 
bespoke caseworker 
capacity in communities

Homelessness reform

- Prototype around 
method

- Enquiry around 
prevention/eradication

Creating capacity for 
change across all PoL
across the macro system
(Devolution 2.0?)



Prototyping: Core features

“Help 
me, Fix 
me”

Family, friends, 
community: 
“Context”

Core Team/s:
1 - Cam and Dursley Prototype
2 – Tewksbury 

People and skills on-pull to join 
Core Redesign Team to Understand 
and Rebalance

People and skills to maintain 
stability through continuity of 
understanding

Budgets

Eligibility Criteria

Competing projects

Procedures 

IT/access/data

Role design

Paperwork

System Conditions
Leaders

Operational 
Lead

Purpose: “A good 
life for me…”

Leading/Person shaped 
measures

Lagging measures across 
system

Prototype 
boundary ££



Rules and 
Principles

• Second only in importance to PURPOSE

• Rules: binary, sacrosanct, unambiguous, means of control

• Principles: guiding, clear, multiple manifestations, up for 
negotiation

• Too many rules – stymie creativity and harder to absorb variety

• Too few/no rules – laissez faire, risky, learning unclear

• Develop these from experiences of staff and citizens – important 
groundwork



Rules and 
Principles

RULES

- Do no harm

- Don’t break the law

- (Do IT last…)

PRINCIPLES

- Understand, not assess

- Pull, not refer

- Decisions in the work, not the leader’s office

- No such thing as ‘out of scope’, no eligibility criteria

- Measures to learn and improve (rather than to keep score)



What do we really want to know? The focus of the measures?
What measures should we learn how to develop and 
use?

Is it effective? Citizens - “What matters to me?”
- “Is this helping me to lead a better life?”

Is it efficient? Services
Employees
Volunteers

How easy/difficult was it for me to do the right thing 
for the person I am trying to help?

What helps? What hinders? Why?

Is it sustainable?

System
Resources
Structures
Culture/Power

How might what hinders be removed? Can it be?
How might what helps be increased? Can it be?
What features of the system need the most work? 
(e.g. commissioning, regulation, roles?)



S
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t
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Screen

Not me/
Not here

Exit

Three years back story….

Assess

Do

Refer On

Value steps (10%)

Non Value (90%)

Between 5 and 55 cycles
of assess/do/refer

Up to 33 cycles in and out of wider system
18 different 
IT systems

Mean of 102 
documents/ 
person

Starting with efficacy…

Do things better ×
Do better things 



Understand

Rebalance

Stable?

Maintain Exit?
Proportionate
Legal
Auditable
Necessary

Focus upon 
primary 

issue

Tangled/Trapped?



Good measures come from good questions…

Central Questions
Impact on 

Citizens
Efficiency Cost Morale

Teams

What will have 

the best impact 

upon those 

we're 

supporting?

How 

easy/difficult is 

it to work upon 

what matters to 

people?

What has it 

already cost to 

get to where as 

citizen is now?

What would 

make this work 

great to do for 

staff and 

volunteers?

This is information required to focus 

work done in locality teams, aka 

leading measures. They are 'leading' 

as they guide the work but do not 

assess it.

Leadership
How well is our 

work working 

for citizens? 

Why?

What makes it 

difficult and 

how can we 

change that? 

What good can 

we build upon?

What has it cost 

to do what 

we're doing? 

What cost did 

this potentially 

prevent?

What impact is 

what's 

happening 

having on staff 

and volunteers? 

Why?

Information required to focus work for 

system leaders, aka lagging measures . 

They are 'lagging' as they evaluate the 

consequences of the work after the 

fact, so improvement and focus is 

where it is needed. 



Debrief

• Regular and planned – daily at first

• ‘Hot’ debriefs for major learning that cannot wait – single issue, 
callable by anyone

• Sandwich structure : pragmatic, reflective, pragmatic
• Where are you up to/what’s happening?

• What do you need?

• How’s it going for you, those you’re helping, colleagues?

• What did you learn? What needs to be figured out?

• RIP AOB – Your belief in the mission, the experiment, your contribution

• What happens now? Staff, Op Lead, Leaders, others?

• Specific role needed to record this and to populate the measures
• Specific 1:1 debriefs key for measures and welfare issues too



Debrief


